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Abstract— As navigation autonomy becomes an increasingly
important research topic for biped humanoid robots, efficient
approaches to perception and mapping that are suited to the
unique characteristics of humanoids and their typical operating
environments will be required. This paper presents a system
for online environment reconstruction that utilizes both external
sensors for global localization, and on-body sensors for detailed
local mapping. An external optical motion capture system is used
to accurately localize on-board sensors that integrate successive
2D views of a calibrated camera and range measurements from
a SwissRanger SR-2 time-of-flight sensor to construct global
environment maps in real-time. Environment obstacle geometry
is encoded in 2D occupancy grids and 2.5D height maps for
navigation planning. We present an on-body implementation
for the HRP-2 humanoid robot that, combined with a footstep
planner, enables the robot to autonomously traverse dynamic
environments containing unpredictably moving obstacles.

I. INTRODUCTION

Significant progress has been made towards stable robotic

bipedal walking, leading to an increased research interest in

developing autonomous navigation strategies tailored specif-

ically to humanoid robots. The ability of legged robots to

step not only around but also over and onto some obstacles

makes them particularly well suited for environments designed

for humans, which often contain a wide variety of objects

and obstacles such as furniture, stairs, doors, and uneven

ground. A key requirement for humanoid navigation autonomy

is the ability to build reliable environment representations from

sensor data upon which a navigation planner can operate. To

efficiently plan walking paths leading to a particular goal

location, global maps of the robot’s surroundings must be

generated. However, on-body perception is inherently limited

in range and direction. Some traditional approaches to per-

ception have thus focused on recovering local, robot-centric

environment information, typically allowing only short-term

navigation strategies such as reactive obstacle avoidance to

be implemented. Others have used off-body visual sensing

to compute global maps, sacrificing some degree of robot

autonomy as well as being susceptible to sensing limitations

such as occlusions or parallax induced by a fixed view of the

scene.

In this paper, we present an approach to environment recon-

struction for the purposes of biped robot navigation that uses

on-body sensors localized globally in an indoor environment.

Given a calibrated camera, such localization allows for a 2D

Fig. 1. The HRP-2 humanoid navigating autonomously through a set
of obstacles during vision-guided walking.

occupancy grid of the floor area in terms of obstacles and

free space to be recovered from the video stream using image

warping and segmentation. When the same method is applied

to localize a range sensor, distance measurements can be

converted into 2.5D height maps of the robot’s surroundings.

In both cases, maps are constructed by integrating sensor data

accumulated over time as the robot moves through the environ-

ment. While each sensor measurement thus only reconstructs a

part of the environment seen from a partial view of the scene,

accurate sensor localization allows successive measurements to

be correctly placed in a global map of the robot environment,

which can then be used for path planning.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-

tion II presents some related research. In Section III, we de-

scribe how images from a calibrated and localized camera can

be warped to reconstruct the ground plane. The generation of

height maps using range data from a SwissRanger SR-2 time-

of-flight sensor is detailed in Section IV. Section V presents

results from our implementation on an HRP-2 humanoid,

shown in Figure 1, which combines the generated environment

maps with a footstep planner to accomplish autonomous biped

locomotion. Finally, Section VI gives a summary, discussion

and pointers to future work.
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Fig. 2. Overview of the image-based reconstruction process. An environment map of obstacles on the floor is constructed from a calibrated,
moving camera localized using motion capture.

II. RELATED WORK

Efficient and accurate perception plays a crucial role in any

complete approach to robotic navigation. For biped humanoids

with many degrees of freedom, fast movement, and sensor

instability induced by walking, environment reconstruction is

particularly challenging.

Full estimation of the 3D scene geometry and camera ego-

motion by image feature tracking and structure from motion

has been extensively studied (e.g. [1]). However, its com-

putational complexity has prevented efficient online robotic

implementations. Instead, recent research has focused on com-

bining stereo correspondence with robot-centric maps [2] or

with localization using dead-reckoning or visual odometry,

leading to several successful on-body implementations for

humanoids [3], [4]. Drawbacks to such approaches include

the still considerable processing required for stereo, reliance on

highly textured scenes, and the accumulation of mapping error

over time that is characteristic of visual odometry. Until online

SLAM techniques become viable in terms of accuracy and

efficiency, accurate global localization will likely require some

instrumentation of the environment. For example, techniques

utilizing known landmarks, indoor GPS systems, or optical

motion capture systems offer localization information free

of cumulative errors and have reliable accuracy within the

instrumented area. Our experiments have shown that accurate

global localization, when combined with a range sensor that

is compact enough for humanoid applications and less com-

putationally demanding, enables real-time 3D scene mapping

with sufficient performance and accuracy for autonomous

navigation. In our system, we utilize optical motion capture

data to perform accurate global localization of the on-board

sensors, which is important for computing reliable maps.

For the purposes of biped locomotion, full 3D mapping

may often not be necessary. Several previous systems have

focused on representing the robot environment as 2D oc-

cupancy grids [5] or 2.5D height maps [6], using standard

vision techniques as well as stereo [7]. Given knowledge

about the environment, many biped navigation approaches

thus far have implemented reactive perception-based obstacle

avoidance [8]–[11]. Such methods either do not account for

the global configuration of obstacles between the robot and

the desired goal, or do so in a limited way, which makes

locomotion in truly cluttered environments challenging. Others

accomplish obstacle avoidance using approximate planning

techniques [12] that do not fully exploit the unique step-

Fig. 3. View of the floor area covered by motion capture, showing
world coordinate system and various registered objects being tracked.

ping capabilities of bipeds. To compute efficient navigation

strategies for humanoids, we have adopted a footstep planning

approach as proposed by Kuffner et al. [13], [14] and Chest-

nutt et al. [15] that uses global environment representations,

incrementally built as the robot navigates its environment.

III. RECONSTRUCTION BY IMAGE WARPING

Using images from a calibrated on-body camera, we recon-

struct the robot’s surroundings as if viewed from a virtual cam-

era mounted overhead and observing the scene in its entirety.

By accurately tracking the camera’s position using motion

capture, we are able to recover the full projection matrix.

This enables a 2D collineation, or homography, between the

floor and the image plane to be established, allowing incoming

camera images to be warped onto the ground plane. A step

of obstacle segmentation then produces a 2D occupancy grid

of the floor. All processing described is done in real-time or

faster on commodity hardware. Figure 2 gives an overview of

the reconstruction process.

A. Localization using Motion Capture

Our operating environment consists of a laboratory room

outfitted with a Motion Analysis high speed motion capture

system [16] comprised of 8 digital cameras operating at

up to 240Hz and covering a 16m2 floor area. The room

provides an indoor operating environment spacious enough for

encompassing a wide range of potential humanoid activities.

Figure 3 contains a diagram of the setup.

For image-based reconstruction, we use a firewire camera

mounted on the robot head or a separate metal frame, both

equipped with retroreflective markers and shown in Figure 4.
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Fig. 5. Example camera image (a), taken from the frame-mounted camera. Synthesized top-down view (b) of the ground plane. Corresponding
environment map generated (c).

Fig. 4. Marker equipped camera bodies used for localization: metal
frame (left) and humanoid head (right). Only one camera from the
stereo pair is used.

The motion capture system tracks and outputs the 3D positions

of the markers on the camera body in real-time, allowing

its location and orientation to be established. The transform

defined by the known arrangement of markers on the body can

then be used to recover a translation vector t corresponding

to the world coordinates of the camera’s optical center as

well as a 3×3 rotation matrix R representing the direction

of the optical axis. R and t thus define the rigid transform

representing the camera’s extrinsic parameters.

B. Ground Plane Reconstruction

To recover the intrinsic parameters and the radial distortion

coefficients, we initially perform camera calibration offline

based on Tsai’s camera model [17]. During operation, incom-

ing camera images are then rectified on-the-fly.

By combining the 3×3 upper triangular intrinsic parameter

matrix K with the matrix of extrinsics established previously

using motion capture, we are able to recover the full 3×4

camera projection matrix M as:

M = K
[
R t

]
(1)

M uniquely maps a scene point (X, Y, Z) to a point on the

image plane (u, v). Absent any scene constraints, however,

the inverse mapping does not allow a unique scene point to

be recovered for a given image point, but rather yields the

equation of a ray along which the scene point must lie. For the

purpose of building a 2D occupancy grid of the environment

for biped navigation, however, we can assume that all scene

points of interest lie in the Z = 0 plane. This assumption

implies that scene elements significantly violating the planar

constraint will appear distorted in the synthesized top-down

view of the ground plane.
Scene planarity then allows ground plane points q =

(X, Y, 1)T in homogeneous coordinates to be related to points

p = (u, v, 1)T in the image plane via a 3×3 ground-image

homography matrix H as p ≡ H q. H can be constructed

from the projection matrix M by considering the full camera

projection equation

⎡
⎣ u

v
1

⎤
⎦ ≡

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

...
...

...
...

m1 m2 m3 m4

...
...

...
...

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

X
Y
Z
1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (2)

and realizing that the constraint Z = 0 cancels the contribution

of column m3. H is thus simply composed of columns m1, m2

and m4, yielding the desired 3×3 planar homography, defined

up to scale with 8 degrees of freedom.
The recovered homography matrix is square and hence

easily inverted. H−1 can then be used to warp incoming

camera images onto the ground plane and thus accumulate

an output image, resembling a synthetic top-down view of the

floor area. In practice, applying H to points on the ground

plane and then sampling pixel values (with optional sub-pixel

interpolation) from their corresponding points in the image

plane produces an improved result. The ground plane image

is thus incrementally constructed in real-time as the camera

moves through the scene, selectively yielding information

about the environment. Updates to the output image proceed

by overwriting previously stored data. The recovered view

implicitly supports varying level of detail, achieved by moving

the camera closer to the scene area of which a higher resolution

reconstruction is desired. Figure 5(a) shows a camera image

from a typical sequence and Figure 5(b) the corresponding

synthesized floor view.

C. Obstacle Segmentation
We employ colored markers to denote the planar obstacles

on the floor used for image-based reconstruction. To build an
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Fig. 6. The SwissRanger SR-2 time-of-flight sensor mounted on
marker-equipped metal frame.

occupancy grid from the synthesized top-down floor view, a

step of color segmentation is performed in YUV space [18],

which provides robustness to color intensity changes due to

variability in environment lighting. We define segmentation

thresholds by sampling pixel values offline for obstacles placed

in a variety of locations on the floor. Simple color thresholding

then produces a binary mask indicating whether each pixel

corresponds to an obstacle or to the floor. To eliminate noise, a

pass of erosion/dilation using a rectangular structuring element

is performed, followed by a step of connected component

labeling that groups pixels belonging to the same obstacle.

Calculating the moments of each obstacle blob then provides

information about its centroid, area, major/minor axes and

orientation on the floor. Given the shapes and locations of

the obstacles and the known world dimensions of the floor

area, it is straightforward to generate binary environment maps

of arbitrary grid size for the purposes of robot navigation.

Figure 5(c) gives an example.

IV. RECONSTRUCTION FROM RANGE DATA

In order to fully exploit the walking capabilities of biped

humanoids, we would like to map complex environments

containing arbitrary non-planar obstacles that the robot can

step over, around, or onto during autonomous locomotion.

To build 2.5D height maps of the robot’s environment, we

use a CSEM SwissRanger SR-2 time-of-flight (TOF) range

sensor [19], mounted on a marker-equipped frame as shown

in Figure 6 and tracked by motion capture in the same manner

as described above. Being able to accurately and globally

localize the sensor allows us to convert distance measurements

into clouds of 3D points in world coordinates, from which

environment height maps can be cumulatively constructed. The

reconstruction process runs in real-time.

A. Sensor Calibration

The SwissRanger SR-2 emits radio-frequency modulated

light in the near-infrared spectrum, which is backscattered by

the scene and detected by a 124×160 pixel CMOS CCD. The

distance of each sensor element to the reflecting scene object is

calculated from the time-of-flight of the backscattered light, by

measuring the phase delay between the emitted and detected

signal at each pixel. The sensor has a reported operating

range of up to 7.5m and sub-centimeter depth resolution. In

contrast to stereo, a highly textured scene is not required.

Also, TOF-based depth recovery requires significantly less

computational resources than disparity estimation and can be

done on-camera by an FPGA. Most importantly, the sensor’s

weight and dimensions enable flexible on-body placement on

a humanoid robot.

The sensor ships in an uncalibrated state, with lens dis-

tortion unaccounted for and distance measurements not re-

flecting the true distance to scene objects. We first recover

the intrinsic parameters and radial distortion coefficients using

Zhang’s camera model [20] during a standard checkerboard-

based calibration step. This method works despite the sensor’s

comparatively low resolution and allows subsequent distance

images to be rectified.

To obtain accurate range data, the raw distance measured at

each sensor element must be corrected by a per-pixel offset.

These offsets, as well as the exposure time, are specific to

the interval within which range measurements are to be made.

We compute the 124×160 offset mask and optimal exposure

time by placing the sensor in front of a featureless plane (e.g.

a wall surface), at a known distance that lies in the desired

measurement interval, and comparing the raw measurements

to ground truth.

B. Building Height Maps

Having corrected the range measurements with the offset

mask and estimated the sensor’s focal length during cali-

bration, we are able to convert per-pixel distances (u, v, d)
into camera-centric 3D coordinates PC = (X, Y, Z)T of the

measured scene points. The extrinsic parameters R and t
localizing the sensor and recovered using motion capture allow

us to construct the 4×4 transform matrix converting between

the world frame and the camera frame in homogeneous

coordinates as:

T =
[

R t
0 0 0 1

]
(3)

T is easily inverted and can then be used to reconstruct each

measured scene point in world coordinates via

PW ≡ T −1PC (4)

The maximum Z value of the measured scene points over

a given position on the floor can then be recorded to build

2.5D height maps of the environment, which ignore verti-

cal concavity but are particularly suitable representations for

biped navigation planning. We found that reconstruction was

significantly improved by a step of median filtering of the

height values, leading to more accurate recovery of objects

with smooth horizontal surfaces such as boxes, tables, chairs

and stairs. We also imposed a distance cutoff that effectively

ignores scene points whose measured distance to the sensor

lies outside of the range interval it was calibrated for. Figure 7

shows an example reconstruction.

V. IMPLEMENTATION & RESULTS

We have implemented our reconstruction approach on an

HRP-2 humanoid robot and combined it with a path planner

that operates at the level of footsteps, allowing the biped’s

unique locomotion capabilities to be specifically exploited

during autonomous navigation.
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example “box” scene raw sensor measurement point cloud views of reconstructed box

Fig. 7. Swiss Ranger viewing an obstacle box placed on the floor (left). Raw measurements recorded by the sensor (center). Two views of
the 3D point cloud reconstruction of the box (right).

We base our planner on the one described by Chestnutt

et al. [21] and Michel et al. [5]. It computes an optimal

sequence of footsteps that allow the robot to reach a particular

goal location while avoiding obstacles. In particular, this also

includes solutions that involve stepping over obstacles. For

the experiments in this paper, the planner was configured

to operate on 2D binary occupancy grids of the floor area,

recovered in real-time using image warping. During the walk-

ing sequence, the path to the goal is dynamically adjusted

by re-planning based on updated environment information

gathered from sensing. The planner is given a time-limited

horizon not exceeding one step cycle, with an updated plan

being generated every time the robot’s stance foot changes

while walking. Planning does not proceed from scratch each

time, however. When replanning, those parts of the previous

footstep path still valid given the current environment are

used to seed the search queue. Efficient plan reuse coupled

with real-time environment reconstruction allows the robot

to navigate dynamic environments containing unpredictably

moving obstacles.

Figure 8(a) shows HRP-2 walking towards a goal location

while the surrounding obstacles are being moved by a human.

The experimenter was asked to intentionally block off the

currently computed path to the goal. The planner quickly

adjusts for the sudden occlusion, computing a sequence of

footsteps that allows the robot to reach the goal. By having an

experimenter additionally reposition the goal location, HRP-

2 can traverse the room continuously without stepping on

obstacles.

We have also combined our 2D environment reconstruction

approach with an adaptive joystick-based steering method

that allows for intuitive user control of the robot while still

selecting safe alternate foot placements in the presence of

obstacles [22]. Figure 8(b) shows HRP-2 under such joystick

control. Given a simple ‘forward’ directional command, a

detected obstacle is avoided by a sidestepping motion auto-

matically computed using information derived online from the

environment map.

Being able to accurately establish the optical center and axis

of the camera from the motion capture markers placed on the

robot head is crucial for recovery using image warping. To

optimize the marker-to-camera transform, one planar obstacle

was outfitted with retroreflective markers. Its ground truth

position on the floor was then gathered from motion capture

and used to adjust the transform accordingly. This ensures

precise alignment of the computed 2D occupancy grids with

the real-world obstacles throughout the walking sequence,

allowing the robot to step within less than 5cm of the obstacles

during walking while still avoiding them. Residual errors in the

reconstruction do not accumulate over time, a significant ad-

vantage of using motion capture to perform sensor localization

when compared to visual odometry approaches, which rely

on the tracking of scene features in order to recover camera

motion and are prone to drift.

VI. DISCUSSION

We have presented a method of environment reconstruction

tailored to humanoid robots that uses motion capture to

localize a calibrated camera or a range sensor in order to

construct global representations of the robot’s surroundings

in real-time during locomotion. By combining the recovered

environment representations with a planner operating at the

level of footsteps and supporting efficient plan reuse, we have

enabled an HRP-2 humanoid robot to autonomously navigate

unknown, obstacle-filled environments in real-time.

In our experiments, we found that tight temporal synchro-

nization of the sensor data with the positioning information

from motion capture was crucial for accurate reconstruction.

Ideally, one would like the motion capture to return positioning

data for precisely the point in time when a sensor measurement

was acquired. Delays in acquisition, processing and communi-

cations make this difficult and are responsible for a temporal

discrepancy between motion capture and sensor data. As a

remedy, we keep a manually adjusted offset into a history of

the last 100 motion capture frames and use the measurement

that visually minimizes error and jitter in the reconstruction.

We are currently investigating more sophisticated methods,

including improved cameras with global shutter and better

ways of sequencing and comparing both sensor and motion

capture data.

We are also presently working on integrating the Swiss-

Ranger SR-2 on HRP-2’s body, by mounting it on the robot’s

arm for added mobility. Because the sensor needs to be

calibrated for a certain overall measurement range, only those

parts of the scene lying in the calibrated interval can be

properly reconstructed, making large-scale footstep planning

with height maps difficult. As an alternative, we are focusing

on using the range finder to accurately reconstruct the 3D
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Examples of online environment reconstruction used during biped locomotion: HRP-2 navigating autonomously towards a goal location (box) with
unpredictably moving obstacles (a). Avoiding a thin, elongated obstacle during a joystick controlled walking sequence (b).

shape of obstacles in close proximity to the robot. In particular,

we intend to use the reconstruction method outlined in this

paper to accurately estimate environment obstacle geometry,

such as the height and spacing of steps in front of the robot for

the purposes of stair and obstacle climbing. These additional

capabilities will allow the robot to more freely navigate human

environments of increasing complexity.
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